
A Customizable Suite of Due Diligence Solutions

G2 Global Boarding includes the predictive G2 Compass Score® along with 
a suite of services that evaluate merchant risk and profitability based on 
information from dozens of industry sources and the G2 Merchant Map.

Predict Merchant Profitability with G2 Compass Score

Score every merchant with the G2 Compass Score to predict profitability and 
future risk. Developed by a    nalyzing the behavior of millions of merchants, 
this predictive score helps you decide which merchants to board based on 
how profitable they will be. It queries data from multiple sources to investigate 
your merchant’s connections and risk history, digging deep into 13+ years 
of merchant risk history that is only available from G2. Get the G2 Compass 
Score via API for a more integrated, streamlined boarding process.

Gain information about your merchant that’s not available 
anywhere else

Data points include:

G2 Global Boarding™ 
A flexible, powerful merchant due diligence solution

G2 Compass Score provides a simple, easy-to-analyze score that helps you quickly board more merchants. The score returned is a powerful risk 
assessment tool that provides increased operational efficiency and further mitigates your merchant risk. 

G2 Global Boarding helps you conduct 
better due diligence at boarding. G2 Global 
Boarding utilizes the G2 Merchant Map®, an 
extensive database of merchant risk  history 
comprised of 13+ years of industry data, 
analysis and merchant monitoring for top 
global financial institutions. Make informed 
boarding decisions and collect the best 
data possible with G2 Global Boarding’s 
comprehensive merchant risk checks.

What can G2 Global Boarding  
do for you?

Streamline boarding for faster, 
more informed boarding 
decisions

Increase due diligence efficiency 
by outsourcing costly,  
time-consuming boarding tasks

Predict future merchant 
profitability to board better 
merchants and grow revenue

Violations of previous banks’ policies & card network rules

Sale of illegal and brand-damaging goods

Links to disreputable merchants

Previous account terminations by banks or processors

Learn more at

www.g2llc.com
Contact us to schedule a demo

info@g2llc.com
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About Verisk Financial | G2 

G2 has been the world leader in merchant onboarding and monitoring since 2004. Every 
30 seconds, clients using G2 discover suspicious activity, such as fraud, illegal medi-
cines, illicit drugs, counterfeit, transaction laundering and other violations. G2 clients 
leverage the most complete merchant risk data ever compiled for greater protection and 
productivity for their businesses. Risk professionals gain insights, refined by machine 
learning and expert analysts, along with unparalleled client service,  
all at enterprise scale. To learn more, visit www.g2llc.com.

In-Depth Analysis from Additional G2 Global Boarding Risk Checks

In addition to the G2 Compass Score®  choose from additional risk checks to dive deeper into the history  
of your merchant, including:

G2 automatically captures a screenshot of the 

website’s homepage for validation purposes.

Merchant Violation History Checks to determine whether the business contact and address 

information provided by your merchant matches information from previously monitored merchants 

with Violations/pViolations and TOS (deceptive marketing and tickets & events) violations.

Content Compliance Review: An analyst-led review of your merchant’s website to identify any content that violates the law, 
card network regulations or your terms of service. Recommended as a key complement to the G2 Compass Score. Automated 
Content Risk check now available via API.

Industry Background Report: Reviews the principals identified in your merchant application data against the OFAC list, PEPs 
and other industry watch lists.

Business Policies Inspection: This analyst-driven report compares the provided merchant data with on-site contact, billing and 
corporate data. Recommended for any known multiple website / merchant account holders and continuity merchants.

Service Provider Analysis: An analyst-led review of the third-party service providers supporting your merchant. The report 
identifies all registered, unregistered and high-risk third parties based on card network registration databases and the  
G2 Merchant Map® .
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